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9 1. INTRODUCTION 

IN rccent months the pfesent authors have been interesting thcmsc:'~~.: in 
the study of optical phenomena associated with thin iXms and crys:~.ls of 
anisotropic metals. For the cxI;erimental investigation of these it bcrsme 
necessary to fabricate an automatic analyser for the analysis of pokriscd 
light. After considering some possible methods purely on an ad hoc bdsis. 
it became evident that a carefur theoreticat analysis of this problem usins the 
concept of Poinmb sphere (1892)- would prove fruitful if one has to design 
and construct a proper automatic analyser. When the various melhods of 
analysing polarised light were deduced systematically using lhe Poil:c~rC 
sphere concept it was found that some of these :re already in cxisie~~ce 
while others were quite new. Even amongst these one saw that while a few 
were elegant from the p i n t  of view of thcoretical analysis, they u-crc hard 
to attain in prrctice. Some, on the other hand, conId be made in r? Fzir!y 
well-equipped laboratory. It was felt worthwhile recording this thcorcrical 
approach as it provcd quite illuminating to the authors from the ~ o i n t  of 
view of instrumental design. ' I t  is proposed to present the przctical construc- 
tion of some ofthese analysers and the results of experimental study using 
then in later- papers. 

. \ 

0 2. TEE STATEMEM OF THE P R O B ~  

Ih the Poincar6 representation (Fig. I), a completely polarised beam 
ia represented as a point on the surface of a sphere of unit radius. All 
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possib!c states of ~olarisation can be indicated on this sphere. After Poined  
.gave this elegant conccpt many new theorems have been deduced by several 
authors (Poincarb, 1892; Pancharatnam, 1956~). For extensive referen- 

R 
Fm. 1. The Poincare sphere: H, C, V, D and N d a m ,  rewtirely, lintarly plolarixd 

Kgbt at an azimuth,Oo. 459 90'. --45" and (180"-8); L, R-left and nght cirmkly ptrrised l i t ;  
P--an elliptic vibration of azimuth A, and ellipticity - w.; P. tbc stab ortbomnal to P; A an 
enalyxr completely Vansmitlins the light h state A, &an anaber completely blwking the lighr 
in natc A. 

see Ramachandran and Ramascshan. 1961. Some of the theorems which 
will be used in this paper are given in Appendix I. 

An elliptidy ~ o h i s e d  light can be considered to be the most general 
state of ~olarisation; circular and linear states being particular cases. It 
is charccteriscd by an rimuth (A), ellipticity (w)  and the sense of rotation 
is givcn by the sign of (w). The azimuth denotes the orientation of the major 
ucis (i.e.. the zngle it mkes wiih a reference direction taken usually as the 
horizontal, H) a d  tan w stands for the ratio of semi-minor to semi-major 
u i s .  Ccmpfete cnalys's of ~ o k i s e d  light, therefore, means the &tern+ 
nation of 2, ] w ]  a d  s i p  of o. From the point of view of Poinwe repre 
sentation, analysis of thc state of polarization is simply &ding the Iocation 
of the point reprcscnting the state on the Poincart sphere. The point denot- 
ing the state will move on the PoincarC sphere if the state of polxisation 
of light h g e s  nilh time. The analysis of such light beams requires 
c o n h o u s  determination of the states of polarisatias~ 
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5 3. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ANALYSIS 

In this section we shall discuss the various methods that may be adopted 
to locate the point P on the Poincarb sphere. The light pencil, whi~h is 
being analysed, will be denoted by P and we shall assume, uniess otherwise 
stated, that it is completely polarised. Its orthogonal state will be repre- 
sented by P.. The intensity, azimuth and ellipticity of P will be denoted. 
respcctively, by I, A, and wr I. will stand for the intensiry transmitted by 
analyser A. 

(a) Locating P by its Stokes parameters 

P is completely specified by the projected value of OP (Fig. 2) along 
three mutually perpendicular axes OX, OY and OZ which are the Stokes 
psrametcrs M, C and S. Hence the experimental evaluation of M, C and S 
complete the determination of the position of P. This can be accomplished , 
by measuring the intensities transmitted by the following analysers: a linear 
analyser set ~t anges 0, 45", - 45". 90"; a right circular analyser and a left 
circular analyser. If the measured intensities are, respectively, denoted by 
b, I,,., LC, I,,., IR and I, then the Stokes parameters are calculated from 

, 
I = b + I,,. - I,sLs.-r,+I,. * L. - + In (1) 

M-&,-Iw. (2) 
c =I,sLs.-r,+I,.--I-&--21,&.-I (3) 
S = IL - IP - 21L - I (4) 

A, and W, are obtained from 

C 
tan 2Ap 5 - 
sin 20, S 

- r .  (6) 

The Stokes parameters for characterising states of polarisation bas found 
extensive application in theoretical studies Unfortunately, this elegant 
idea does not appcar to have been exploited much for the experimental deter- 
mination. This is possibly because of the fact that the determination of 
S-okes parameters involves the measurement of absolute intensities which 
wls troublesorce. With the recent progress in the techniques of accurate' 
m=surement of absolute intensity, the main experimental hurdle seems to 



have been removed. Even p r e l i m i i  experiments show that very accurate' 
determination of th2 state of polarisation could be made with this technique. 

R 
Ra. 2. The repmenmion of the Stokes panmtm of an arbitrary s&tc P. 

Simple methods for automatic recording of Stokes parameters and the 
accurzcy attainable by this method will be discussed in Part II. 

(b) Determination of the state of polarisation by m e w i n g  fraction of the 
intensity transmitted by thee analysers 

P can be located on the PoincarC sphere by measuring, on the sphere. 
the dis-ce bctwcen P and three other points whose positions are known. 

h 

If the position of a point AA, and the distance PA, are known. then P lies on 
h 

thc small circle whose centre is at A, and radius is PA, (Fig. 3). If the distanw 

PA, of P from a sccond known point A, is also determined, then the positim 
of P is narrowed down to one of the two points of intersection, P and P'. - 
The ambiguity in position can be resolved by measuring a third distance P& 
of P from a point A,. An important condition to be satisfied for 
only one common point of intawZion for the circles is that thc point &, 
should not lie on the same great circles as points A, and A,. TJ5s mthmcthod 
Is very similar to the resolution of the phase problem in X-ray crjrstd~gra~hy: 
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The distance PA, between two points (say P and A 3  on thc Poincar6 
sphere can be experimentally found by measuring the fraction (I,JI) of the 
intensity of light beam in state P transmitted by an analyser A= becausc, - 

3 PA, - cos-I 

. . 

(see Appendix I, Theorem 4 b). ~hcrefok,  by measuring the frsction trans- 
mitted though analyers P.,, A, add A,, Pcan be locded. 

, 
L 

Fm. 3. Locadon or P by mensoring distance of P fmm m y  thrn mino A,. A. md  A, whms 
witions arc known. For the unique delumino*ion of ? (be k c  p i o m  should not LL on lhs 

TWO special cases can be thought of wherein the position of P is obtaincd 
by measuring the distance of P from two known points. Thcy zre: 

(a) The known points A, and A, and the point P all lic on the same great 
circle, then the position of P is the point of tangential contzct betwccn the small 

h h 

circles with centres at Al and A, and radii PA, and PA, (Fig. 4). 

(b) If the known positions are represented by points N, znd N, on t t c  
equator then also the position of P is obtained by knowing two distulces. - - 
viz., PN, and PN, because the two points of intersection P and P' of (hc mall 
&&P have the same A, and 1-1. The sip of a, is difiercnt for P and P'. 



For many applications only iwl is required and therefore this method could 
be useful in such cases. This procake is similar to the double-field analyser 
method of determining azimuth af polarised light (Ramzchandran and Rama- 
seshan, 1961, page 37). 

(c) Determination of the position of P by converting tlw ellipfic vibration into 
a known slate 

Suppow P is a pole of the great circle GEKF (Fig. 5)  then the point 
P is 90" away from any point on this great circle. If an analyser is taken 
along this great drcle then there would be no variation in the transmitted 
intensity as the position of the analyser is changed. The grcat circle GEKF 
is completely defined by the longitude of the point E md the angle of in& 
nation, 8. Once these are found the position of P is determined. 

P can be considered as the result of introdccing a phase djiiercnce 8, 
between the E and F components of a linear vibration whose azimuth is 

C4 

equal to + PE, i.r, 45' sinec'any point on the great circle GEKF is 90" removed 
from P. Therefore, the situation just described can be realixd by setting 
the axes of a variable birefringence element at f n,'4 to the axes of the ellipse 
and introducing the right amount of retardation, S. This setting converts 
P into drcular stab?. This principle was Exst used by Kent and Lawson (1937). 
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Aiternately, the incident light may be separated into two orthogonal 
linear vibrations. This is accomplished by setting the rxes of a Woilzston 
double-image prism parallel to those of thc clliptic vibration. Thc oricn- 
tation of the ellipse is thus given by that of thc axcs of thc double imag prism 
and the ratio of the two intensities transmitted by the prism gives tan'o. 
Arehard et al. (1952) used this principle for the constrnction of semi-automatic 
instrument. 

' R 
Pio. 5. Locating P by fuJing the great drdc for which P ir n pAa 

(d) method for the location o /P  

In this method the state of polarisation of an elliptic analyscr is chmgcd 
till it becomes orthogonal to the incident clliptic vibration zt wh-ch ~osition 
the analyser transmits zero intensity. The intensity transmitted through 
the analyser is used as a guide to bring tke analyscr to the state P. This 
method has been widely used for the constrnction of instnxncnts for &e 
analysis of poiarised light. 

(e) Location of P by interference experiments 

Pancharatnam has suggested (I956 b)-whik developing the gencraIiscd 
thesry af interference (1956 a) of two elliptic vibrations, I and 2, in difierent 
states PI and P,-an interf'erence method of determining distznces on &a 
Poinwe sphere. This theory leads to the result 

I - I ~ + I , + 2 ~ x c ~ e w s 8  CaJ 



where I, I, and I, arc, rsspcctively, the intensities of the mullant, beam 1 - r .  

and beam 2; C stands for f PIP, and 6 is the general phase dXerence bet- 
ween 1 and 2. He has pointed out that cos c is equal to visibility of fringn 
(as defined by Michelson) formed under the condition Iz - I, and can be 
determined by measuring visibility V of fringes which is given by 

Th.rcfoie, by interfering the incident light with a cohercnt bczm in state 
A mt: determining V, we can find the distance of separation betwecn P and 
A on thc Poinca16 sphere. If the experiment is repeated with analysers in 
two olher states of polarisation, we would get the distaoce of P from tluea 
know1 points which leads to the location of P. This method does not offer 
any particular advantage over the methods which depend upon the measure- 
ment of absolute intensity. 

On the other hand, it would be worthwhile to develop a method of ana- 
lys~s based on the idea that the orthogonal states do not interfere and xould 
thercfore give zero visibility. This could be done by taking txo coherrnt 
pcncili of monochromatic light and passing one of thcm through the systtm 
2nd t!ic other th~ough an elliptic analyser and lhcn c o m b i g  the two beams. 
Thc clllpiic analyser is changed using any onc of the techniques described in 
Sccticn 5 till the field is uniformly bright. When this happens the state of the 
znalyscr is antipodal to that of the incident hght. The advantage of thir 
method is that it does not require the measurement of absolute intensity. 

. \"is shall briefly indicate in this section the suitabiity of some of the 
metliods for the analysis of partially poiariscd light, which is not cut out by 

- 
any analyser in any position; the intensity transmitted by an orthogonal 
analyser is minimum and not zero. Nuli methods arc, therefore, inapplicable. 

The method based on the Stokes parameters (8 3 a) can be used n o  
Stokes parameters (I, M, C, S) of a partially polariscd light pencil is also 
given by equations 1 to 4. The essential difference between partially po la r id  
lisl..; and completely po!arised light being that in thc case of partially pola- 
rised 3&t M? c and s represent, respectiveiy, the components of tht po1xi5ed 
portion of the incident beam (i.e., components of the Stokes vector) dong . 
the directions OX, OY and OZ and consequently, 
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\ Therefore, it is not redundant, in the case of pda l ly  polariscd light, to 

lpccify I in addition to M, C and S; though it is so in the case of completely 
polariscd pencils. 

Once the parameters I, M, C and S arc known, the a z i m h  of the incident 
vibration is obtained from formula 5 and a, is calculated from the formula 

whcrc Ip denotes thc magnitude of thc Stokcs vector of ihc incident fight 
beam. p is the degree of polarisation given by . .  . 

\ 

A partially polarised be& can be looked uion as an incohercnt zddition 
of completely polarised-+earns (Pancharatnam. 1956 b, p. 403). It might, 
thereforc, be of interest to determine the d-ee of coherence of partially 
polarised light.' 'It can be found by splitting the b p ~  i&(th.o cohercnt ones, 
one of them beiig passedthrough alin18nalysei;ind the othcr sent through 
the orthogonal analyser. -&.beams are then pladc interfcrc. It is so 
arranged that one of the beams passes through a !.@&I path. Measurement 
of the Stokes parameters of t$e resultant'5e@ leads to ihc determination 
of dcgrce of coherence, y (Pancharatnam, 1956 b, 5.12) bccausc --. . . 

where 

1 1 - % @ + ~  (1 3) 

and 

I,-%@-O 

For locating automatically and continuously tkc ~ o i n t  P on the Poimar& 
sphere, we have to nuke the state of an analyser travel a pm:culrr pzih. 
This be accomplished by rotating either of the opt id  clemtnts (i.e.. 
birefringcnt plate and linear znalyser) or both of them. The state of swh 
a rotating elliptic analyser varies with time in a d i f i te  m c r  2nd thus 

the surface of the Poincar6 sphere along a particular path. We shall 



in this section, using Theorem 1 (Appendix I) state the main types of scanning 
and the arrangement necessary for obtaining them. 

(a) Scanning along a meridian 

The combination of a stationary quarter wave plate and a rotating linear 
analyser results in scanning along a meridian whose longitude is equal to 
twice the angle between the slow axis of the biuefringent plate and the reference 
direction. H (Fig. 6). 

FIG. 6. k m i n g  the Paincart sphcrr along a meridian or a ktitndc ~ii-ck. (a) Stationm 
quarter save platc(s1ow axis at E) mda Iinmf an-, rotating m aotidakwlrc direction, scanning 
dong thc meridian EJWL. By changias the d m  axh to the pasition E, scanning is done along 
&RV,L. (b) A linear aualywr set with ill n i O U  direnion paralicl to the slow axis and the two 
rotated at the same wed d m  m scanning along the equator. If thc linear analyser vibration 
d i d o n  is incliDd to thc sbw axis by 0 thcn thc ssanning h done along thc lautuds cirdc of 
latitude 2 r. 

(b))'scanning along a lotitude circle 

When both the elements (i.e., the birefringent plate and linear analyser) 
are rotated with the same speed, the scanning takes place along a ktitude 
circle; the latitude of which is equal to twice the angular separation between 
the slow axis of the quarter wave plate and the vibration *ectio~ of the 
liaear el@ (Fig. 6). 

, .. 
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' (c) Scannihg along an oblique palh 

If the azimuth and ellipticity of the elliptic enalyser arc changtd conti- 
nually by rotating both the elements at different speeds or the quarter urave 
plate alone, the analyser scans along an oblique pathb (Fig. 7). The special 
advantage of the latter method is that very high speeds of swimling czn be 
attained by using an electro-optic cell as a birefringent element. Fast scanning 
rates are necessary for the determination of rapidly changing states of polarisa- 
tion for instance, the analysis of light reflected from a metal on which an 
oxide fdm is growing. 

Fm. 7. Scanning ths Poinmt sphere slang an oblique lrath. - RUh trassd by rotating 
ellipIism1ywr; both the elements rotating at nearly hut not CxSClly iha ramc rpccd - . - . -path 
i n a d  by the combination of a rotating A14 plate and a stationary linear element --- -Path 
of a combination or a fqt  rotating bear i m a l w p l u r  a vuy slow rogting q u m r - ~ i l ~  plats. 

(d) Scanning along a great cjrcle of my mbiirm inclinarIon to rlx equatorial 
circle 

Rotating a linear analyser behind a vKia31e birefringence plate leads to 
Ecatlning along a great circle inclined to the cquatorid circle by an angle, i3 
equal to the retardation introduced by the birefringent e l e m  (Fig. 8). 



L 

R 
Flo. 8. Scannins @8 Poincd  whsrc alms r seat M e  or any arbitmy indinatioa A 

stationary variable bircfringcna clcmmt (its d m  axis at E) md a countedockwiw mating linear 
elemar traa the path ' E m  -when 8 - 0:EG'FK'arhcn 8 - T. EWL amen 8 -a12 If tho 
fast axis of the bidringglt elemat is at-E thcn timp& traced by the clfiptis arulywr (linear aria- 

' lywr rotated Ln aatidcckwisc W o n )  h~ECFD w-hm 1 - 0. EKFG whcn i - 1 and ELFR 
whcn 8 - n/Z 

'.. 
9 6. AUTOMATION ANm RECORDIXO 

Broadly speaking there a% two ways of using tbc rotating elliptic hndyscr 
for automatic analysis of polarisedfi&t. 

(a) It can be made to scan along a definite path and the position of P 
is obtained from the intensities transmitted by it at prcdetcrmincd positions. 

- 

(b) It &n be &de to "hunt" the point Pa by making the output of 
thc photocell receiving the transmitted light control a d  guidc the movement 
of the elliptic analyser. When the state of the rotating elliptic znalyser is 
thc same a s  Pa, the movement of the elliptic analyser cur be frozcn and its 
state recorded. 

The spccd of analysis depends upon the ratc at which tBc Poincar6 
sphere is scanned. Rotating analysers made from a mica plate a d  a pohroid 
or nicol as a linear element can be rotated by using synchronous motors 
and bear frequency oscillators. As these are mcckuically rotatcd it would 
not 6c~ossible to achieve speeds than 30 to 40 r.p.s.. comsponding 
to a s d g  speed of 60 to 80 times a second. On the.oh.~h+nd if an 

8 :  ) . 
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elecno-optic cell with a liquid or crystal is used as a biKfringent element. 
the &Id causing the birefringence could be rotated with extremely high fre- 
quencies. Therefore, scanning along an oblique path can be done at very 
high speeds, thus making continuous analysis of rapidly changing states of 
polarisation feasible. It must be remarked that since one cannot think of 
a simple linear analyser which is based on electro-optic principle one cannot 
achieve very high scanning rates with rotating analysers in which both the 
elements or the linear element done is rotated 

Some of the methods discussed in Section 3 depend upon measurement 
of absolute intensity which is best done with a photomultiplier tube and 
modulated light. Electru-optic eBect and Faraday rotation have bsen used 
for modulating light Vakasaki, 1962; William and Weingart, 1964). It 
can also be done by using an ac arc source run. by a stabilised power supply 
(Sivaramakrishnan. 1956; Ingersoll and Liebenberg, 1954). 

In the visual measurement, higher aocuracy is realised by matching bvo 
intensities for equality using a half-shade. In the photo-electric method also 
the half shade principle would prove useful, because such a comparison 
gives directly the error signal wuired for driving the serve-mechanism. 
Therefore, wherever possible it is preferable to employ two rotating analyserr 
and use the half-shade principle. Since a photocell, unlike the human cyc, 
is sensitive even at higher levels of illumination the two analyxrs may bc 
separated by an angle that gives maximum sensitivity. 

The methods based on hQssity measurement can be accomplished in 
two ways. One may either record the sate of the analyser when the trans- 
mitted intensity attains a predetcnnined value or record the transmitted 
intensity connponding to predetermined sfate of the analyser. AIthough 
the former method is more accurate, it is ~nuch more Wcul t  to record angler 
than to record intensity. 

For recording we can use either a peil recorder or an oscilloscope. A 
pen recorder can be used in anjunction with devices which mzke use of 
mechanically rotating elliptic snalysers for recording stationary states of 
polarisation or those whose variation is so slow that one can consider it to 
be constant for a second. Oscilloscopic recording can be used for the rapid 
analysis of polansed light using a rotating analyser comprising of a stationary 
linear clement and an elcctro-optic cell in which the field is rotated. 

\ 

Q 7. SuaraaARY 

An elliptic analyser, consisting of a birefringent element and a lincx 
element, can be converted into a rotating elliptic analyser by r o t r t k  0- 

- 
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or both the elements. The Poincar6 sphere could be scanned, with such 
a device, along a meridian, a latitude circle, a peat circle of any arbitrary 
inclination to the equator or any oblique path. Continuous analysis of 
polarised light can be accomplished by using sech an analyser. The prin- 
ciples of some of the possible methods of analysis are presented. The problem 
of analysis of partially polarised light is also briefly discussed. The speed 
of analysis is important in analysing changing states of polarisation and 
depends on the speed of rotation of the elliptic nnalyser. It is pointed out 
here that fast rates of scanning are poss~ble by using an electro-optic cell 
as a birefringent element and rotating thc fieM @at causes birefringence. 

Thc authors express their thanks to Prof. M. V. C. Sastri, Head of the 
Department of Chemistry, for his interest in the work. One of us (S. R R.) 
thanks the Council bf Scienac and Industrial Research for granting leave of 
ebsznce. 
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APPENDIX I 

I. A completely polarised light beam in any arbitrary state of polar- 
isation characterised by an azimuth, Ap and ellipticity - op is represented by 
a point P-whose longitude is ZAP and latitude is-2o-on the Poincart's 
sphere. Positive values of o (lower hemisphere) correspond to left rotatins 
ellipses and negative values of w (upper hemisphere) to right rotating 
ellipses (Fig. 1). 

2. The efiect of passage of plane polarised light-with any arbitrary 
azimuth N-through a biiefringent medium brings the state from N to P, 
by introducing a retardation 8 which makes state V lag behind the state H. 
The point P, can be located by rotating the sphere, through an angle, 8. 
in anticlockwise dircction, around an ~ N S  passing through the point denoting 
the faster state (Ha in Fig. 1). The same result can be derived by a>lockwisc 
rotation of the sphere around an axis passing the slower state, V@. 

3. An analyser is said to be in state P if it completely transmits light 
in state P. Hence, a point P on the PoincarC sphere denotes either a polariser 
~roducing light in state P or an analyser completely transmitting P. 

4. A beam of light, of intensity I, in state P can be resolved into any 
two orthogonal states A and &; the intensities of the decomposed beams 

h 

being I cos2 3 (for the " "Aemponent '3 and I sin' ) PA (for the "&- 
A 

component "); where PA is the length of the great circular arc connecting 
the points P and A. 

Coroflary.-(a) The frzction of the intensity-in state P transmitted 
h 

by an analyser A is cosf 3 PA. 

(b) Angular separation between any two points, P and A, on the PoincarC 
sphere can be determined by measuring the fraction of the intensity of P 
transmitted by an malyser whose state is represented by the point A. 

The important expression 

(where J, is the intensity transmitted by A and I is the total intensity) provides 
a link between the measurable quantity IJI and Poincar6 representation. 

31 1 



This expression is not valid for partially polarised light. For such a light 
the expression taker the form 

whcre p is the degree of polarisation. Therefore. for detumjning the a n p k  
separation PA in the case of partially polarised light I. I* and p have to k 
measured. 

5. A beam consisting of a fraction p of completely polarised light in 
state P and a fraction ( I - f i  of mpolarisedkght is represented by a point 
Po inside the sphere such that OP, is cqaal top. OP, is called the PoincnrC 
vector. The vector Ip whose ~napitnde gives the intensity of polarised part 
of thc light besm is known as the Stokes vector. .:. 

G. The codpletely p6laristd part of the &'can lie resolved along 
&ee mutually perpendicular directions. OX, OY and OZ u,hich are denoted 
by OH, OC and OL (Fig. 2). The resolved components along the thm 
directions, respectively, are M, C and S which together with the total intensity 
I of the beam are called the Stokes parameters of the incident light The 
Poincar6vector OP is unity if the beam is completely polarised. '-, 

,\ 

7. Coherent addition of two completely polarised beams 1 and 2 in 
states PI and P3 lead to a resultant in state P,. The intensity of the cam0 I, 
givcn by cquation 8. 


